In this paper a new sequence alignment model is proposed for name transliteration systems. In addition, several new features are introduced to enhance the overall accuracy in a name transliteration system. Discriminative methods are used to train the model. Using this model, we achieve improvements on the transliteration accuracy in comparison with the state-of-the-art alignment models. The 1-best name accuracy is also improved using a name selection method from the 10-best list based on the contents of the web. This method leads to a relative improvement of 54% over 1-best transliteration. The experiments are conducted on an EnglishPersian name transliteration task. Furthermore, we reproduce the past studies results under the same conditions. Experiments conducting on English to Persian transliteration show that new features provide a relative improvement of 5% over previous published results.
Introduction
Transliteration is a phonetic translation that finds the phonetic equivalent in target language given a source language word. The quality of name transliteration plays an important role in a variety of applications such as machine translation, as proper nouns are usually not in the dictionary and also new ones are introduced every day (e.g. scientific terms).
The transliteration process consists of training stage and testing stage. In the training stage the model learns segment alignment and produces transformation rules with a probability assigned to each of them. In the test stage it uses these transformation rules to generate the target name. Obviously the alignment process highly affects the results. There are some alignment tools which produce alignments from a bilingual corpus such as GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) .
Previous studies can be divided into two categories according to their alignment process: those which apply alignment tools or predefined algorithms in their transliteration process and those that propose new algorithms for aligning word pairs.
There has been an exploration on several alignment methods for letter to phoneme alignment (Jiampojamarn and Kondrak, 2010) . M2M-aligner, ALINE which performs phonetic alignment, constraint-based alignment and Integer Programming were investigated. The system was evaluated on several data sets such as Combilex, English Celex, CMUDict, NETTalk, OALD and French Brulex.
Furthermore transliteration based on phonetic scoring has been studied using phonetic features (Yoon et al., 2007) . This method was evaluated for four languages -Arabic, Chinese, Hindi and Korean -and one source language -English. The name pairs were aligned using standard string alignment algorithm based on Kruskal.
Substring-based transliteration was investigated applying GIZA++ for aligning name pairs and using open-source CRF++ software package for training the model (Reddy and Waxmonsky, 2009 ). The model was tested from English to three languages -Hindi, Kannada and Tamil.
English-Japanese transliteration was performed using a maximum entropy model (Goto et al., 2003) . First the likelihood of a particular choice of letter chunking into English conversion units is calculated and the English word is divided into conversion units that are partial English character strings in an English word. Second each English conversion unit is converted into a partial Japanese character strings called katakana. In this process the English and Japanese contextual information are considered simultaneously to calculate the plausibility of conversion from each English conversion unit to various Japanese conversion candidate units using a single probability model.
There are a few researches which do not use alignment in the transliteration process. For example in recent years two discriminative methods corresponding to local and global modeling approaches were proposed (Zelenko and Aone, 2006) . These methods do not require alignment of names in different languages and the features for discriminative training are extracted directly from the names themselves. An experimental evaluation of these methods for name transliteration was performed from three languages (Arabic, Korean, and Russian) into English.
The language pair we perform our tests on, is Persian-English and vice versa. There have been a few researches on Persian language (Karimi et al., 2007) . The quality of transliterated names has been improved in the past studies. However, the proposed method is language specific and the algorithm is designed for Persian language. The best general language independent model in the mentioned paper is CV-MODEL3. To compare our new method, we have reproduced its results under similar conditions. In both systems the same corpus was used and both experiments are 10-fold cross-validation.
In this paper, the openNlP maximum entropy package is used for training the model 1 . We define new features for discriminative training. Moreover a new approach for aligning name pairs is proposed. In the case studies, we investigate the effect of each feature by adding it to and removing it from training process. As a result, the best combination of features is achieved for English-Persian language pair. In addition, we compare our proposed alignment method to GIZA++. Our main concern is finding an alignment model for transliteration. We have found that the most common word alignment tool for transliteration alignment is GIZA++ (Hong, et al., 2009; Karimi, et al., 2007; Sravana Reddy and Sonjia Waxmonsky, 2009 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The feature set is described in Sec. 2. The proposed alignment method is described in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 our experimental study is described. Choosing one name from 10 best transliterations is described in Sec. 5 and the conclusion is described in Sec. 6.
Feature Set
Maximum entropy models use features for maximizing log likelihood. Consequently defining proper features has a high impact on the final results. We define two types of features which are binary-valued vectors. For both types of features (consonant-vowel and n-gram), current context (current letter), two past and two future contexts (neighboring letters) are used. We choose a window with a length of 5, since experiments show that lower length or higher length would have degrade the results.
Consonant-Vowel Features
Every language has a set of consonant and vowel letters. The consonant letters can be divided into different groups based on their types (Table 1) .
r Nasal m , n Lateral approximant l , y Table 1 . Six group of consonants Most combinations of consonant-vowel features were tested for English-Persian language pair. We have found the following consonantvowel features are the most effective ones for generating current target letter (t n ). S i is used to represent the source name characters and t i represents the target name characters. CV is an abbreviation for consonant-vowel.
We have defined three types of CV features. CV-TYPE1 is some basic features to reproduce past studies results. These features consist of and . To achieve better results, some new features are presented called CV-TYPE2 which is an augmented set of features including to Finally to track the effect of new consonant grouping strategy, CV-TYPE3 is defined which is similar to CV-TYPE2 except that the consonant letters are divided according to Table 1 . Table 1 can be used for categorizing any language letters as well, by replacing each English letter with its corresponding letter in the target language. These features improve transliteration, but still are not sufficient. Therefore we need n-gram features.
N-gram Features
In n-gram features for source name, two past and two future contexts are used (a window with a length of 5). For target name however, only two past contexts are used (because we don't have future context yet). Since the maximum entropy is used for training, the whole approach for target name can be considered as Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM) which is a simple extension of the ME classification and is useful for modeling sequences as it takes into account the previous classification decision. But for source name the future letters are known and are used for feature extraction. So the MEMM concept cannot be broadcast to source name as well.
Using S to demonstrate the source name and T to demonstrate the target name, the n-gram features for each name can be summarized as:
For any language pair, all combinations of s i and t i can be used to define a feature. In our model, the following set of features has been used: f1: f2: f3: f4: f5: f6: f7: f8:
The best sequence of above features, varies from one language pair to another. We report the best combination for English-Persian language pair in Sec. 4.
The Proposed Alignment Method
Features explained in the previous section, are extracted from the aligned names. In other words, first the alignments of source and target names should be produced. Our proposed alignment method is a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The horizontal axis is labeled with the source name and the vertical axis is labeled with the target name (or vice versa). A line is drawn from the coordinate (0,0) to the point with coordinate (source_name_length , target_name_length).
We mark the corresponding cell in each column of the alignment matrix which has the less distance to the line (Figure 1 The name pair in Figure 1 has a simple alignment. For more complex alignments, some fixed points are needed in order to draw the lines. These fixed points are coordinates of segments that are known to be always alignments of each other. For instance in English-Persian, " " is always aligned to "b" or "bb". If there exists any fixed point in the name pair, one line is drawn from origin to the fixed point coordinate and the other one is drawn from the fixed point to the point with (source_name_length , target_name_length) coordinate. In other words if there are n fixed points in the name pair, there will be n+1 lines in the plane. In Figure 2 , (bb, ) and (n, ) are fixed points. So the following alignments are achieved:
These fixed points help us to perform the alignment process more accurately. The more accurate they are, the better the final results are.
Finding fixed points is difficult for some language pairs, especially for the ones about which we have no knowledge. Based on the fact that our goal is to design a language independent transliteration system, an automatic way to find the fixed points is of interest.
We investigate two approaches for finding the fixed points. In the first one, Moses, a statistical machine translation system is used to define the fixed points. Moses trains translation models for any language pair automatically (Koehn, et al., 2007) . In translation process, it produces a phrase table which contains source and target phrases with different lengths and the conditional probability of those phrases. If each letter in transliteration is considered as a word and each name as a sentence, Moses can be used to find the fixed points automatically.
To produce the phrase table, Moses should be run on a bilingual corpus. Any corpus containing name pairs can be used. Then the phrase table is parsed and the phrases with the maximum probabilities are extracted. The length of the phrases is usually between 1 and 3, since for most natural languages, the maximum length of corresponding phonemes of each grapheme is a digraph (two letters) or at most a trigraph (three letters). Once a set of fixed points are found for a language pair, they stay constant for all other transliterations and do not change. In other words it is sufficient to run Moses one time and use produced fixed points for any transliteration task related to that language pair.
In the second approach the training dataset helps the system find the fixed points set. We introduce FPA algorithm which is an unsupervised approach that adopts the concept of EM training. In the expectation step the training name pairs are aligned using current model and in the maximization step the most probable alignments are added to the fixed points set. The algorithm is as follows:
1. An initial and inaccurate alignment is considered, assuming just one line in the alignment matrix. 2. The discriminative model learns the mapping between source and target names using maximum entropy. 3. Using the trained model (ME) and extracting the most probable mappings, an initial set of fixed points are nominated. This process is repeated until the algorithm converges.
A brief sketch of FPA algorithm is presented in Figure 3 . In line 2 we initialize the fixed points with an empty set. Line 3 shows the convergence of the algorithm. It means when the fixed points set do not change, the final set is found. In line 6 name pairs with equal lengths are only considered. The corresponding consonant-vowel sequences of the name pairs are generated. If the CV sequences are exactly similar to each other, the name pair is included in the training stage. Although the whole training data can be used in the first iteration, this condition produces a reasonable result with the advantage of ignoring a large amount of training data and saving the time in the first iteration. Line 11 to 21 shows the process of updating the fixed points set. In line 14 forcedAlignment means using current ME model to transliterate source name with the condition in which the produced transliterations should be the same as the target name. This condition guarantees the convergence of the algorithm. Suppose the source name length is J and the target name length is I, then the decoding process is as follows:
1. For each letter of the source name choose top N transformation rules with highest probabilities which lead to producing the target name. 2. Build a search tree: add N 3-tuple (current letter, generated transliteration, transformation probability) to an Ncomplete tree. 3. Do beam search to find the best path in the tree. (Best path is the highest multiplication of edges probability). 4. Update set A: We change the value of N between 1 and 5. Results show that there is no significant improvement after N = 3 (N > 3). Also time complexity and memory usage increases exponentially. Therefore the best value for N is 3. Line 17 and 18 are final steps in producing fixed points set. |k| is the number of distinct segments in the best path set and 7#& 8 9 :$ ; 9 ) is the probability of & 8 9 <$ ; 9 transformation rule. Once the probabilities are calculated, they are compared to a predefined threshold. If they are bigger than threshold, they are added to the fixed points set. We change the value of threshold between 0.7 and 1, and find out the best value for threshold is 0.9. The test stage starts after finding the final fixed points set. The decoding process in test stage is similar to forcedAlignment, but here the condition for generated transliteration (forcing algorithm to produce target name) is meaningless. So any transliteration can be added to Top-N results.
A good method for finding the fixed points generates a set similar to other methods. For example both approaches introduced in this section, lead to similar results. That's why we present only the second approach results in the experiment section. From another point of view, it is sufficient to find the fixed points set for each language pair only once. Because the fixed points set which is found by a proper corpus, is very similar to the set produced by a different corpus on the same language pair. Therefore if more than one set are produced using different corpora, the intersection of these sets is considered as the final fixed points set for other transliteration tasks regarding that language pair. We present a list of most common fixed points for English to Persian transliteration which is sorted in descending order of the probability values. { ( mm) , ( dd) , ( bb) , ( wh) , ( rr) , ( x) , ( kn) , ( nn) , ( ff) , ( tt) , ( pp) ,
There is a study on statistical machine translation which combines discriminative training and Expectation-Maximization (Fraser and Marcu, 2006) . The proposed EMD algorithm uses discriminative training to control the contributions of sub-models. Furthermore, EM is applied to estimate the parameters of sub-models. In contrast to their method, we generate fixed points set by Expectation-Maximization and no parameter estimation is done during EM. The new fixed points set, updated in EM step, improves the alignment quality and consequently causes the model to reestimates its parameters.
Case Studies
Two types of experiments have been performed, one for effectiveness of different features and the other for the effectiveness of alignment process. A corpus consisting of 16760 word pairs has been used. These words are names of geographical places, people and companies. This is the same corpus which previous study experiments were performed on (Karimi et al., 2007) . Each name has only one transliteration. Many words of different language origins (such as Arabic, French, and Dutch) were included in the corpus. This corpus is referred to as B + . The experiments apply 10-fold cross-validation in which the whole corpus is partitioned into 10 disjoint segments. This type of experiment is an alternative method for controlling over-fitting.
Effectiveness of Features
All combinations of f1 to f8 for English-Persian language pair were tested. Table 2 shows mean word accuracy in 10-fold, for English-Persian transliteration. The first row in Table 2 shows reproducing CV-MODEL3 results using some basic features. Extending CV-TYPE1 features to CV-TYPE2 improves the accuracy (second row). Similarly applying the new grouping of consonant letters (CV-TYPE3), leads to a relative improvement of 1% over CV-TYPE2 (third row). CV-TYPE1, CV-TYPE2 and CV-TYPE3 are explained in Sec. 2.2.
The best word accuracy in Table 3 is 58.4%. Comparing word accuracies, it can be concluded that for English-Persian transliteration, the following features are the most effective ones: f1: f2: f3: f5: f7:
As we can see, does not help in better transliteration. Because written Persian omits short vowels, and only long vowels appear in texts. So is completely irrelevant for generating current Persian letter. Using f2 and f3 simultaneously, improves the results much more than f4, f5 or f6 alone. Since each of them has the power of bigram feature and together, they provide trigram features.
Experimental results for English to Persian transliteration show that CV-TYPE3 has the best word accuracy among all other consonant-vowel grouping strategy. Therefore, we use this type of consonant-vowel features for the reverse direction as well. Furthermore English-Persian experiments imply n-gram features with a distance of two letters are not useful for Persian names. This is due to Persian language nature. This fact reduces the number of experiments, since it removes f4, f5 and f6 from n-gram features. Table 3 shows the effect of several feature combinations on mean word accuracy in Top-1 for Persian-English transliteration task. The best word accuracy in Table 3 is 20.6%. Therefore, the following features result in best performance. f1: f2: f3: f7: f8:
Persian-English transliteration is more difficult than English-Persian. Because moving from the language with smaller alphabet size to the one with larger size, increases the ambiguity. Using web page contents improves the transliteration. The strategy is explained in Sec. 5. f1   f2  f3  f4  f5  f6  f7  f8  CV-TYPE1 CV-TYPE2 CV Table 3 . The effect of several feature combinations on mean word accuracy in Top-1 for Persian-English transliteration
Effectiveness Of Alignment
The proposed alignment (FixedPointsAlign) results are compared to GIZA++ alignment. The settings of important parameters of GIZA++ are as follows: five iterations for each IBM1 model and HMM and three iterations for each IBM3 and IBM4 models. We checked GIZA++ output for name pairs and discovered the alignments are always monotone, except for rare cases. That's why it is used in past studies as well (Hong, et al., 2009; Karimi, et al., 2007; Sravana Reddy and Sonjia Waxmonsky, 2009 ). The approaches using GIZA++ utilize symmetrized alignments in both directions. All of the experiments are done on B + corpus, using 10-fold cross validation. The results are compared to CV-MODEL3 (Karimi et al., 2007) . The most effective features, founded in the previous section, are included in the training stage. These combinations are specifically appropriate for English-Persian language pair. For other languages if the best combination is not known, all the features, f1 to f8 should be included in the feature extraction.
For each fold, word accuracy and MRR is computed. Table 4 and Table 5 show mean word accuracy and mean MRR in Top-1, Top-5 and Top-10 for English to Persian. Persian to English results are presented in Table 6 and Table 7 .
The transliteration systems that use GIZA++ in their alignment differ from each other by transliteration generation process. Since GIZA++ has a unique strategy for aligning sentences or name pairs. CV-MODEL3 is a languageindependent model which uses GIZA++ for aligning name pairs. Since our experiment conditions are exactly the same as CV-MODEL3 experiments conditions, the results are comparable. Table 4 shows that our proposed alignment method is a proper replacement for GIZA++ tool. It has an equal accuracy in Top-1 and also improves accuracy in Top-5 and Top-10 transliterations. SLA (single line align) is the proposed method with an empty fixed points set. As can be seen from Table 4 , defining a proper set of fixed points significantly improves the results. Furthermore Table 6 and Table 7 show that for Persian to English transliteration, our proposed alignment algorithm significantly improves the results. The outcomes lead us to the conclusion that although GIZA++ provides good results in English to Persian transliteration, it does not produce a reasonable result in the reverse direction. This is due to parameters setting. Unlike our proposed alignment, GIZA++ alignment is highly dependent to its parameters. Top-10 22.1 30.8 Table 7 . Mean MRR of 10-fold on B+ Corpus for Persian to English
N-Best Reranking
Generating 10 best transliterations instead of one name definitely has a better word accuracy, because if the target name exist in one of the 10 names, the word accuracy is equal to one for that name pair. But an efficient transliteration system should produce only the correct ones. A large corpus containing several names can be considered as a reference to choose one name from possible transliterations. First the unigram probability of each transliteration is calculated. Then the transliteration with the max probability is chosen as the final result. Since the dominant language in the web is English, it is the best corpus for Persian to English transliteration. As a result, in this section the experiments were performed for Persian-to-English transliteration and not English-to-Persian.
We calculate the probabilities of Top-10 for each source name and the one with the maximum probability is chosen as the final transliteration. A test file consisting of 1676 name pairs was produced. We extract 10% of the train file randomly to generate the test file. The word accuracy of this approach is 32.1% and the accuracy for the same test and train files, generating only one transliteration (Top-1) is 20.8%. It means that this approach leads to a relative improvement of 54% over Top-1 results.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a languageindependent alignment method for transliteration. Discriminative training is used in our system. The proposed method has improved transliteration generation compared to GIZA++. Furthermore we defined a number of new features in the training stage.
For Persian to English transliteration, web pages contents are used to choose one name from 10-best hypothesis list. This approach leads to a relative improvement of 54% over simple Top-1 transliteration.
